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Sample Paper – 2011 

Class – X  

Subject - Social Science 

 

                                                                         MM:80 

General   Instructions  :  

Q 1 – Q 16  ( 1 mark each ) 

Q 17– Q31 (3 marks  each)   

Q32 – Q34 ( 4 marks  each )  

Q35 and 36 are map questions. 

 

1) Suffrage is  

a) The right to contest elections 

b) The right to education  

c) The right to equality 

d) The right to vote 

2) Changes  introduced by Napoleon to make the administrative system more efficient  

a) Simplified administrative divisions  

b) Abolished the feudal system  

c) Freed peasants from serfdom and manorial dues.  

d) All of the above 

3) Gandhi ji organized a satyagraha in champaran in1916 

a) To to struggle against the oppressive plantation system.  

b) To support the peasants of the Kheda district of Gujarat. 

c) Amongst cotton mill workers. 

d) None of the above 

4)Who led the movement for folk revival by collecting ballads, nursery rhymes and myths 

a) Jawarharlal Nehru 

b) Mahatama Gandhi  

c) Rabindernath Tagore  

d) Bankim Chattopadhyay 
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5) Which is the basic raw material used  by the aluminium industry. 

a) Bauxite   

b) haematite   

c) limonite    

d) mica 

6) Uranium and thorium are the major sources of ------ energy in India. 

a) Hydro   

b) Atomic    

c) Solar     

d) Geo thermal 

7)Which of the following is not  a basic input in the cement industry. 

a) Limestone   

b) Gypsum     

c) Coal      

d) Potash 

8) Which  mode of transportation reduces transshipment losses and delays. 

a) Railways      

b) Roadways      

c) Pipeline     

d) Waterways 

9)Organizations that mobolise people with a view to win political power. 

a) Movement      

b) Political Parties        

c) Sectional interest group      

d) Public Interest group 

 

10) Which of the following  is a single issue movement. 

a) NAPM 

b) Narmada Bachao Andolan  

c) Environment movement 

d) Women’s movement 

 

11)Which of the following is not a component of political parties. 
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a) The leader      

b) the founder of the party     

c) the active members      

d) the followers 

 

12)The challenge faced by  most of the established democracies 

a) Foundational challenge      

b) challenge of expansion   

c) challenge of deepening of democracy  

d) None of the above 

13)  …………..   issues currency notes on the be half of the central government. 

a) SHG     

b) NGO     

c) Cooperative     

d) RBI 

14) What  does  the  terms of credit include 

a) Interest rate     

b) Collateral     

c) Documentation    

d) All of the above 

15) The past two decades of globalization has seen rapid movement in  

a) Goods and people between countries 

b) Services and investments between countries 

c) Goods investments and people between countries 

d) None of the above 

16) Which are the agencies of Std. of products 

a) Hallmark    

b) Agmark    

c) ISI    

d) All of the above 
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17) What steps did the French revolutionaries take to create a sense of collective identity 

among the French people?  

                                                             OR 

What policies were adopted by the French to avoid Vietnamese for getting better paid job. 

18) Write a note on role played by women in Civil disobedience movement. 

 

19) Why do you think solar energy has a bright future In india. 

20) How do industries pollute environment 

21) The economic strength of the country is measured by the development of manufacturing 

industries . Explain the statement by giving 3 points . 

22) The pressure groups interest groups and movements have both negative  as well as 

positive points. Explain  

23) What are the conditions under which democracies accommodate social diversities. 

24) Why is democracy a better form of govt. than other governments. 

25) Are legal reforms sufficient to meet the challenges of democracy. State by giving examples 

26) The impact of globalization has not been uniform 

27) Describe the steps that may be taken to make globalization more fair. 

28) Briefly give the role of consumer forum? 

29) What factors gave birth to the consumer movement in India? Trace its evolution. 

30) Briefly trace the process of unification of Germany. Who was Phan Boi Chau. Write his role 

in resistance to French domination 

31) Why did political leaders differ sharply over the question of separate electorates. 

32) Why are the means of transportation and communication called the lifelines of  a nation and 

its economy. 

33) What are the various challenges faced by the political parties 
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34) In  what  ways does  the reserve bank of  India supervise the functioning of banks. 

35) Locate and label  the following on the map of india. 

i. Place where Indian national congress session was held in 1927 

ii. Place associated with non cooperation movement. 

36) locate and label the following on the map of india 

i. Nuclear power plant - Rawatbhata 

ii. Northernmost international airport in India 

iii. sea port - Paradip 
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